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The shear failure and friction mechanisms of bioinspired adhesives consisting of elastomer arrays of microfibres terminated by mushroom-shaped tips are investigated in contact with a rigid lens. In order to reveal the interplay between the vertical and lateral loading directions, experiments are carried out using a custom friction set-up in which normal stiffness can be made either high or low when compared with the stiffness of the contact between the fibrillar adhesive and the lens. Using in situ contact imaging, the shear failure of the adhesive is found to involve two successive mechanisms: (i) cavitation and peeling at the contact interface between the mushroom-shaped fibre tip endings and the lens; and (ii) side re-adhesion of the fibre’s stem to the lens. The extent of these mechanisms and their implications regarding static friction forces is found to depend on the crosstalk between the normal and lateral loading directions that can result in contact instabilities associated with fibre buckling. In addition, the effects of the viscoelastic behaviour of the polyurethane material on the rate dependence of the shear response of the adhesive are accounted for.

1. Introduction

Thorough studies have shown that insects and geckos have evolved fibrillar hierarchical structures in order to improve climbing ability, which requires both locomotion and adhesion skills [1]. Over the past decade, these observations inspired the development of several bioinspired adhesives consisting of arrays of micro/nanofibres. As detailed in a recent review by Jagota & Hui [2], such fibrillar adhesives often show enhanced adhesive properties when compared with flat unstructured surfaces by virtue of mechanisms such as contact splitting or fibril energy losses. While the dependence of adhesive properties of fibrillar surfaces on parameters such as fibre shape and spacing, fibre orientation and elasticity are now relatively well understood and modelled, investigation of their frictional properties remains relatively scarce. When the synthetic fibrillar surfaces are made of stiff materials such as carbon nanotubes, much higher friction forces than flat surfaces of the same materials are often achieved [3–6]. However, such surfaces exhibit reduced adhesive properties owing to fibre stiffness and unevenness in fibre length. On the other hand, soft adhesive fibres arrays that are terminated either with a thin film or a spatula were shown to have considerably greater adhesion than that of flat surfaces of the same materials [7–9]. Moreover, these adhesive properties can be combined with several interesting frictional properties. As an example, it was shown that arrays of soft fibres connected by a terminal thin film [10–13] can exhibit high-static friction, as defined...
from the peak in shear force in a friction experiment. In these experiments, static friction was found to be controlled by a crack-like contact instability associated with a release of the shear strain energy between the indenter and the sample. Accordingly, static friction enhancement was attributed to a crack-trapping mechanism related to the space fluctuations in the energy release rate which are induced by the fibre array. Other results were also reported by Varenberg & Gorb [14] and Kim et al. [15] in the case of fibrillar arrays with mushroom-shaped tip endings of similar shapes. Using polyvinylsiloxane (PVS)-patterned surfaces, Varenberg and Gorb found that static friction of the structured sample was always lower than the flat control. Conversely, Kim et al. observed a significant enhancement in static friction when compared with unstructured surfaces. However, the peak force associated with static friction was observed in both studies to involve the detachment of the terminal plates of the fibrils from the contacting glass surface. Once a mushroom-shaped fibre tip loses contact, the fibre bends and bears normal and lateral loads on its edge. As a result, the actual contact area is reduced. The observed decrease in the shear force at the static friction peak thus corresponds to a drop in the actual contact area as less and less fibre tips adhere to the glass surface. These observations thus support the fact that a high-static friction force mostly requires good adhesion of the fibre tips. As argued by Kumar & Hui [16] and Jagota & Hui [2], the contrasting results of Varenberg and Gorb as well as Kim et al. could result from the fact that the experiments are realized either at an imposed normal load [14] or at constant vertical displacement [15]. When a fibre is sheared, its buckling load can decrease significantly [10,17]. Under a constant normal load, fibres can thus easily buckle and could therefore more easily detach than under a constant vertical displacement. More generally, such a picture indicates that, under shear loading, the shear dependence of the vertical compliance of fibre arrays could introduce strong coupling between the normal and vertical loading direction which, in turn, may affect static and dynamic friction forces.

In this study, this issue is investigated by detailed shear experiments where the normal compliance of the set-up is varied in order to modulate the extent of coupling between the normal and lateral response of soft fibrillar arrays with mushroom-shaped endtips. In §4, normal contact conditions are detailed with an emphasis on the onset of fibre buckling. In §5, the generic fibres’ deformation mechanisms involved under shear are detailed. In addition to the previously reported stiction peak associated with detachment of the mushroom tip, a second stiction peak is identified that corresponds to a re-adhesion mechanism between the fibre stem and the contacting surface. The occurrence of these two mechanisms and their implications in the static friction force are further discussed from experiments where the vertical compliance of the device is varied. The rate dependence of the static friction force is also investigated and shown to involve some contribution of the bulk viscoelastic properties of the fibre material.

2. Elastomer microfibre array

A polyurethane (PU) elastomer microfibre array previously designed by Murphy et al. [18] is used for all experiments. As shown in figure 1, microfibres are terminated by mushroom-shaped tips. While mimicking the terminal shape of gecko’s setae, this geometry strongly enhances adhesion by minimizing contact edge singularities [7,8,15,19]. Fibres are characterized by a length of 100 µm, a tip radius of 45 µm and a stem radius of 20 µm. The thickness of the backing layer is about 40 µm. Spacing between the edges of the mushroom-shaped tips of the fibres is 30 µm in the orthogonal axis of the square lattice and 80 µm in the diagonal direction. The Young modulus of PU material is measured using a thin (100 µm) film of the same material, and a contact method described elsewhere [20]. At 1 Hz, the storage and loss shear modulus are found to be 2.1 and 0.84 MPa, respectively.

3. Experimental set-up

Friction experiments are carried out using a sphere-on-flat contact configuration where a rigid spherical indenter (sapphire lens with a radius of curvature of 25 mm) is contacting the fibrillar array. Measurements are carried out using a custom micro-tribometer. A schematic of the set-up detailing the contact loading configuration in the normal direction is shown in figure 2. The lens indenter is fixed to a vertical translation stage (Microcontrole, UMR 8.25) by means of a cantilever with two arms. By changing the thickness and/or the material (stainless steel or brass) of the arms, the stiffness of the cantilever can be varied from a stiff (81.3 × 10⁵ N m⁻¹) to a compliant (1.6 × 10⁵ N m⁻¹) situation. In comparison, the normal contact stiffness achieved with the fibrillar array, and the lens ranges between 3 × 10⁴ and 17 × 10⁴ N m⁻¹ depending on the contact conditions. In the following part of this paper, the set-up configuration using the rigid (resp. flexible) cantilevers will be denoted as the stiff (resp. compliant) set-up configurations. An optical fibre (Phitel, model D25) mounted on the vertical stage allows measurement of the deflections of the blades owing to the indentation process. A mirror is located on the cantilever tip that provides a reflecting surface for the displacement sensor. Then, knowing the stiffness of the cantilever, the applied normal load can be calculated from the measured deflection of the cantilever. A separate measurement of the indentation depth of the lens within the microfibre array is provided with a 0.1 µm resolution by means of a non-contact
lateral stiffness less than $10^4 \text{Nm}$. By means of an optical fibre, the normal contact loading, a measurement of the deflection of the cantilever is fixed with respect to the instrument frame. During experiments, the fibrillar array is sheared at constant velocity using a motorized stage. A load cell (not shown in this figure for sake of clarity) measures the lateral load along an axis which is aligned with respect to the contact plane. Images of the contact region through the microfibre array are recorded with a zoom lens and a CMOS camera (g). (Online version in colour.)

Figure 2. Schematic of the custom friction set-up detailing the normal contact loading configuration. A spherical indenter (a) is fixed to a vertical translation stage (b) by means of a cantilever with two flexible arms (c). By changing the thickness and/or the materials properties of the arms, it is possible to vary the stiffness of the device in the vertical direction. During the application of the normal contact loading, a measurement of the deflection of the cantilever by means of an optical fibre (d) and a reflecting surface (e) allows determination of the applied normal load. The indentation depth of the lens within the fibrillar adhesive is measured using an additional laser displacement transducer (f) fixed to the lens holder. It was operated under imposed displacement conditions in the normal and lateral directions.

4. Normal contact

Figure 3 shows the change in the measured contact radius as a function of the indentation depth. Neglecting the deformation of the thin backing layer, the relationship between the contact radius $a$ and the indentation depth $\Delta$ can be estimated from purely geometrical considerations as

$$a = \sqrt{R^2 - (R - \Delta)^2} = \Delta \sqrt{\frac{2R}{\Delta} - 1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $R$ is the radius of curvature of the lens. As shown in figure 3, this prediction is in very good agreement with the experimental data. It is also of interest to estimate the critical indentation depth at the onset of fibre buckling. A single, perfectly cylindrical fibre under compression is expected to buckle at the Euler critical buckling load [21] defined as

$$P_c = \frac{\beta \pi^2 EI}{L^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where $E$ is the Young modulus, $L$ is the fibre length and $I$ is the moment of inertia and $\beta = 4$ for clamped-clamped boundary conditions. As pointed out by several authors [22], this simple formula, while it is qualitatively correct, can only provide a broad estimate of the fibre’s buckling load. Here, several deviations from the Euler theory are expected to occur due to the fact that the cross section is not uniform, the buckling strains are huge, so nonlinearities will matter, and the boundary conditions at the end of the fibril in contact with the backing layer are neither clamped in bending, nor fixed in the vertical direction. As a first-order approximation, the moment of inertia is taken as $I = \pi a_s^4/4$, where $a_s$ is the stem radius. Estimating the axial stiffness from linear elasticity as $k_a = (m a_s^2 E)/L$, the critical displacement at the onset of buckling is calculated as $\Delta_c = P_c/k_a = 39 \mu m$. This theoretical prediction was compared with the value determined from experiments where the planar displacements of fibre cross sections during buckling are detected. A series of bottom-view images of the fibrillar array at different indentation depths are collected where the optics are focused at an intermediate height in between the
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**Figure 3.** Measured contact radius as a function of the indentation depth. The solid line corresponds to the theoretical prediction of equation (4.1), the dotted line to the theoretical prediction for the radius of the buckled zone (equation (4.3)) using $\Delta_c = 39 \mu m$ and $R = 25 \text{mm}$. Tips and the lens. It was operated under imposed displacement conditions in the normal and lateral directions.
top and bottom parts of the fibre extremities. Images are taken in the central part of the contact where buckling is expected to initiate. As shown in figure 4, superposition of successive images taken during indentation allows tracking of the lateral displacements of the stem cross sections. At low indentation depth, the stems are observed to enlarge without any shift of the centre, as expected from a purely compressive deformation of the fibrils. Above a critical indentation depth, cross sections of the stems are observed to shift randomly along the horizontal plane as a result of fibre bending above the Euler critical load. From these observations, the onset of buckling was found to occur between 30 and 40 μm which is in qualitative agreement with the theoretical prediction (Δc = 39 μm).

According to equation (4.1), the radius, ac, of the buckled portion of the contact area can be derived as

\[ a_c = (\Delta - \Delta_c) \sqrt{\frac{2R}{\Delta - \Delta_c}} - 1. \]  

which is shown as the dotted line in figure 3.

5. Shear deformation mechanisms

This section provides an overview of the fibres’ deformation mechanisms under shear. For comparison purposes, the shear failure mechanisms of a smooth PU film confined between two rigid substrates are also briefly presented. Here, the main features of the shear response of the fibrillar array are illustrated in the case of an indentation depth of 50 μm using the stiff device configuration. The corresponding lateral load/displacement curve is depicted in figure 5. When shear proceeds, two load peaks are clearly identified before steady-state friction is achieved. The magnitude of these two peaks is much greater (about five times) than the steady-state friction force achieved at large imposed displacement.

During normal preloading, an adhesive contact is achieved between the mushroom-shaped tips of the compressed fibres and the lens indenter. As a result, fibres bend and are subjected to an axial stretch when shearing proceeds. The lateral component of the corresponding stretching force results in the observed increase in lateral load up to the occurrence of a first load peak. The associated deformation mechanisms are detailed in figure 6 which shows a sequence of top-view images of the contact between a fibre tip and the lens for increasing imposed displacement close to the first load peak. A void is clearly seen to nucleate and grow at the contact interface according to a cavitation mechanism. Such a cavitation process is favoured by the mushroom geometry that tends to minimize stress concentration at the edge of the contact between the fibre tip and the lens. As a result, cavitation is favoured when compared with crack opening mechanisms at the periphery of the contact. When nucleated, voids grow nearly isotropically until they reach the edges of the tips. Then, debonding occurs between the tip and the lens according to a peeling mechanism schematized in figure 7b. This peeling process results in a crescent shape of the contact between the fibre tip and the lens, which is shown in the last image in figure 6a. Peeling of the mushroom-shaped tips allows for a relaxation of the fibre axial stretch and a corresponding reduction in the lateral force. The transition between cavitation and peeling mechanisms thus corresponds to the first load peak in figure 5.

As shown in figure 6b, mushroom-shaped tip peeling is associated with a re-adhesion mechanism between the stem of the fibres and the lens for the considered indentation depth. This re-adhesion mechanism allows for an additional stretch of the fibre which results in a re-increase in the lateral load. In figure 6b, the stretch of the stem can be tracked from the displacement of the mushroom root (R) with respect to the fibre/lens contact. At the same time, peeling of the tip still proceeds as indicated by the vanishing crescent shape of the contact between the mushroom-shaped tip and the lens. When the mushroom-shaped tip is completely peeled off, full sliding occurs between the lens, and the contacting part of the stem and the system is subjected to a transition to steady-state friction as schematized in figure 7c,d. Steady-state friction thus involves side contact between bent fibres and the lens. As a conclusion, the stiction of the fibrillar adhesive for the considered contact conditions is found to involve two successive mechanisms: (i) cavitation and peeling at the interface between the mushroom-shaped endings of the fibres and (ii) side re-adhesion of the fibres to the lens.

For comparison purposes, figure 8 depicts a stiction curve obtained using a smooth PU film adhering to a glass slide.
and the same indentation depth as for the fibre array. As a result of differences in the contact stiffness, the contact radius (1.3 mm) achieved with the flat PU film is smaller than that obtained with the fibrillar array (1.7 mm) for the same indentation depth. A sequence of bottom-view contact images is presented in figure 9. During the early shearing stages, the adhesive contact area becomes slightly elliptical (figure 9a) until peeling is induced at the trailing edge of the contact under the action of in plane tensile stresses. Peeling considerably reduces the contact area, which becomes semicircular shaped (figure 9b). Meanwhile, the adhesive contact sharply evolves into a sliding state. This sliding produces a displacement of the PU material towards the trailing edge of contact. Then, some part of the PU surface is observed to re-stick at the trailing edge of the contact area. The occurrence of this peeling mechanism corresponds to the first load peak in figure 5. (b) Re-adhesion mechanism of the stem (St) inducing the second load peak in figure 5. The mushroom-shaped fibre tip (Mt) peels off while stretching of the stem can be observed from the displacement of the mushroom root (R) with respect to the contact zone. (Online version in colour.)
lateral load (N)

to an indentation depth of 50 μm.

lar array (0.25 MPa).

first load peak (a) in figure 8 (0.18 MPa) is slightly lower than that corresponding to the first stiction peak of the fibrillar array (0.25 MPa).

(figure 9c). At this stage, the contact area is composed of two distinct adhesive regions separated by an air channel. Owing to this re-adhesion process, the lateral force further re-increases with the imposed displacement until full sliding is re-initiated (point (c) in figure 8). Similar re-adhesion mechanisms have already been reported by Barquins [23] within contacts between bulk rubber substrates and glass lenses and by Sosson et al. [24] in the case of thin layers of soft adhesives sheared between glass substrates. However, a detailed investigation of these contact instabilities is beyond the scope of this study. Here, it can just be noted that contact instabilities in the form of detachment waves (as shown in figure 9d) prevail as friction proceeds. In addition, it can be noted that the nominal shear stress corresponding to the first cavitation peak (a) in figure 8 (0.18 MPa) is slightly lower than that corresponding to the first stiction peak of the fibrillar array (0.25 MPa).

6. Shear failure as a function of contact conditions

6.1. High normal stiffness case

Experimental stiction data presented in this section are obtained using the stiff set-up configuration at increasing applied indentation depths. As detailed below, some coupling arises between the normal and lateral loading directions that induce a change in the normal load during shearing. For the considered cantilever stiffness, the corresponding increase in indentation depth ranges from about 1 μm for Δ = 20 to 15 μm for Δ = 70 μm. As indicated by the indentation data reported in figure 3, such a slight change in the indentation depth does not affect the contact radius by more than a few per cent. Another issue regarding the size of the contact during shearing is that, owing to the relative displacement of the adhesive with respect to the lens, some fibrils are engaging the sphere at the leading edge of the contact and some other fibrils are losing contact at the trailing edge of the contact. As an indication of the magnitude of this effect, it can be noted that the relative displacement of the sphere with respect to the adhesive specimen at the last stiction peak represents only between 10 per cent and 15 per cent of the contact diameter.

A series of static friction curves for fibres under varying imposed indentation depths is presented in figure 10. Indentation depths range from 20 to 70 μm, including non-buckled and buckled states. For all the indentation depths under consideration, the fibrillar array exhibits a first cavitation peak that occurs at a constant imposed displacement of about 240 μm. For the highest indentation depths (50, 60 and 70 μm), the second load peak associated with stem adhesion is also observed at a displacement of about 430 μm. The disappearance of the second load peak at the lowest indentation depths can be attributed to the fact that the fibres are not bent enough to allow for a contact between the stem and the lens for the considered gap between the surfaces. For all considered indentation depths, fibres exhibit a stable kinetic friction force which is much smaller than the load peak.

In figure 11, stiction curves are presented in a non-dimensional form where the lateral load has been divided by the apparent contact area, and the displacement has been...
normal load, a vertical traction to the lens. The normal load, $N'$, is thus decreasing. Meanwhile, owing to adhesion of the fibre tip to the lens, a tensile stretching $F$ acts on the fibre: its lateral component $F_l$ produces a lateral load, whereas the normal component $F_N$ applies a vertical traction to the lens.

_normalized with respect to the length of the fibres. This plot shows that the first peak during stiction corresponds to a nominal shear stress which is approximately constant when the indentation depth is varied. In other words, the magnitude of the first peak load is proportional to the number of fibrils engaging the sphere. It also turns out that the load peak associated with cavitation and peeling of the mushroom-shaped tip is dictated by the existence of critical stretch load or elongation ratio of the individual fibres. As schematized in figure 12, this critical stretch ratio, $\lambda_c$, can be deduced from purely geometrical consideration as

$$\lambda_c = \frac{L'}{L} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{L - \Delta}{L}\right)^2 + \frac{d_l(\Delta)^2}{L}},$$

where $d_l(\Delta)$ is the value of the imposed lateral displacement at the first load peak. As $(L - \Delta)^2 \ll d_l(\Delta)$ and $d_l(\Delta)$ is weakly dependent on the indentation depth, a nearly constant value of $\lambda_c = 2.5 \pm 0.2$ is calculated using equation (6.1) and the experimental values of $d_l$. The normalized plot also shows that the second load peak is no longer proportional to the numbers of fibres engaging the sphere and that some changes in the re-adhesion mechanisms must be considered. As suggested by the side-view observations reported in figure 13, a potential explanation for the increased nominal shear stress at high indentation depth would be that the size of each individual side contact between the stem and the lens increases with the indentation depth owing to enhanced fibre bending.

The measured changes in the normal load during the shear failure experiments are shown in figure 14. During shearing, a load reduction is systematically observed which results in a switch from positive (compression) to negative (tensile) normal load at the lowest indentation depths ($\Delta \leq 40 \mu m$). Such a coupling between normal and lateral forces can be accounted for by the shear dependence of the normal compliance of the fibre array. As shearing occurs, fibres bend inducing a reduction in their normal stiffness. As a result, the normal load ($N'$) applied under a nearly constant vertical displacement condition (figure 12) is decreasing. At the same time, fibres are subjected to a tensile stretch $F$ owing to adhesion. The lateral component of this force $F_l$ corresponds to the measured lateral load, whereas the normal component $F_N$ applies a traction to the fibre. At low indentation depth, the change in the sign of the normal load indicates a transition from compression ($N > 0$) to traction ($N' - F_N < 0$). Such a behaviour has been predicted theoretically by Kumar et al. [16] for a clamped fibre subjected to imposed normal and shear displacement.

Under steady-state sliding, the normal load corresponding to these indentation depths vanishes, which indicates that the vertical stiffness of the bent fibres is very low. Nevertheless, some finite friction force is still measured as a result of adhesive forces between fibres tips and the lens. It can also be observed that the second lateral load peak only occurs when the normal load at $d_l$ is positive which means that the re-adhesion mechanism requires a net compressive normal load acting on the fibres.

Additional stiction experiments are also carried out under the same contact conditions with a PU flat control sample. A series of preloads comparable to those applied during fibres experiments are selected. Results are presented in figure 15. The flat film sample shows the frictional instabilities detailed earlier at all the considered contact conditions.
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**Figure 12.** Schematic of fibre deformation under shear in the limit of a constant indentation depth. The deflection associated with the first contact is labelled as $d_l$. The preload, $N$, corresponds to a compression load $\Delta$. During shearing, fibre bending induces a decrease in normal stiffness. The normal load, $N'$, is thus decreasing. Meanwhile, owing to adhesion of the fibre tip to the lens, a tensile stretching $F$ acts on the fibre: its lateral component $F_l$ produces a lateral load, whereas the normal component $F_N$ applies a vertical traction to the lens.

**Figure 13.** Side view of fibres during steady-state friction at (a) low and (b) high values of the indentation depth showing side contact between the fibres and the lens.

**Figure 14.** Normal load as a function of the imposed displacement using the stiff set-up configuration and different indentation depths (velocity: 100 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$). Indentation depth, from bottom to top: 20 $\mu$m, 30 $\mu$m, 40 $\mu$m, 50 $\mu$m, 60 $\mu$m and 70 $\mu$m. At low indentation depths (20, 30 and 40 $\mu$m), a switch from compression to traction is seen to occur during the initial shearing stages. (Online version in colour.)
In contrast to fibre array behaviour, the average kinetic friction force is in the order of magnitude of the stiction load.

6.2. Low normal stiffness case

In this section, we present results of experiments carried out using the compliant set-up configuration. This configuration allows for potential large variations in the indentation depth and limited changes in the normal load (typically $\Delta N \leq 50 \text{ mN}$) when shear is applied. Because $\Delta N$ is smaller than the applied preloads, experiments can be considered as carried out under a nearly constant normal load condition. Load–displacement curves are presented in figure 16. From contact observations, fibre deformation mechanisms were found to remain qualitatively unchanged when compared with the stiff set-up configuration. As opposed to the stiff set-up configuration, the second stiction peak occurs at all considered preloads. This can be explained by observing that the normal load remains always positive with this set-up configuration thus allowing for the re-adhesion mechanism between the fibres stems and the lens.

One of the main features of static friction process with the low stiffness configuration is the increase in contact area as shear proceeds. In figure 17, two bottom-view images are presented, showing the contact area at a low shear displacement (figure 17a) and when the first lateral load peak occurs (figure 17b). An increase in contact area is clearly visible in figure 17b where the inner, brighter, disc corresponds to fibres initially brought into contact during preload with mushroom-shaped tip adhering to the lens, whereas the darker annulus contains bent fibres that went in side contact as a consequence of the increased indentation depth associated with contact instability. The arrow indicates the sliding direction.

In equation (4.1), it can be predicted that the increase in contact radius associated with the variation in indentation depth should be in the form of

$$b(\Delta') = b(\Delta_0) \left[ \frac{\Delta'}{\Delta_0} \right] \sqrt{\frac{2R - \Delta'}{2R - \Delta_0}} \Delta_0. \quad (6.2)$$

where $\Delta_0$ is the indentation depth associated with the imposed preload and $\Delta'$ corresponds to the indentation depth at the first load peak. Observing that $2R \gg \Delta_0$, $\Delta'$, equation (6.2) simplifies as

$$b(\Delta') \approx b(\Delta_0) \sqrt{\frac{\Delta'}{\Delta_0} - 1}. \quad (6.3)$$
As shown in the inset in figure 18, this theoretical prediction is in close agreement with the experimental data showing that the contact radius increases from 35 per cent to 63 per cent when the applied preload is decreased from 350 to 70 mN.

Despite this increase in contact radius, the nominal shear stress associated with the first stiction peak (between 0.23 and 0.27 MPa) is also relatively independent of the preload, thus indicating that the increase in peak load is due primarily to additional stalks in contact. This is no longer true for the second load peak (the associated nominal shear stress increases from 0.23 to 0.38 MPa when the preload increases from 70 to 350 mN), probably for the same reason (enhanced side contacts) as for the stiff set-up configuration.

7. Rate dependence

The velocity dependence of stiction has been investigated using the high stiffness set-up configuration. Experiments are carried out in a non-buckled state ($\Delta = 30 \mu m$) and at shear velocities varying over about two decades. As shown in figure 19, the load peak associated with cavitation and peeling of the mushroom-shaped tips is clearly shifted to higher displacements when the velocity is increased. As discussed in a recent adhesion study by Abusomwan & Sitti [25] using the same kind of PU fibrillar adhesive, this effect involves some contribution of the rate dependent work of adhesion. In addition, the increased slope of the load/displacement curves before the load peak also suggests a potential contribution of the viscoelastic tensile response of the fibres. An estimate of the time-dependent viscoelastic modulus of the fibres in this regime can be obtained from the measured load/displacement curves using the method derived by Basire & Fretigny [26]. Assuming a linear, causal and stationary response of the viscoelastic system

$$F_L \propto \int_0^t E(t-t')\dot{x}(t') \, dt',$$

where $F_L$ is the lateral load response of the system, $x = v$ is the imposed shear velocity, and $t$ and $t'$ are time variables. Writing

$$u = t - t',$$

equation (7.1) can be expressed as

$$\frac{F_L}{v} \propto \int_0^t E(u) \, du.$$  

(7.2)

In order to obtain the relaxation function, we differentiate equation (7.2)

$$\frac{d}{dt} \frac{F_l}{v} \propto E(t).$$  

(7.3)

The time dependence of the viscoelastic modulus can thus be estimated from the experimental $F_L/v$ ratio at different imposed velocities which is shown in figure 20.

The curves extend in the prolongation of each other up to the stiction peak and present a significant overlap. There is thus some indication that within a restricted domain located below the load peak, the lateral load is proportional to imposed velocity. At the small times, all the reduced load curves ($F_L/v$) show a plateau region the magnitude of which is approximately proportional to the imposed velocity, i.e. the lateral load, $F_L$, is rate independent. Independent of the driving velocity, these plateau regions have a critical displacement in the order of 30–40 $\mu m$, i.e. close to one diameter of the fibres. In this low displacement domain, deformation of the fibres is likely to predominantly involve bending rather than stretching. In other words, the reduced $F_L(t)$ curves start to overlap when stretching becomes the dominant deformation mechanism. Within the overlap region, a power law fit of the experimental data provides $F_L/v \propto t^{-0.73}$. From equation (7.3), $E(t) \propto t^{-0.27}$. 
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**Figure 18.** Changes in the indentation depth as a function of lateral displacement during shear experiments carried out at different preloads and using the compliant set-up configuration (velocity: 100 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$). Preloads, from bottom to top: 70 mN, 120 mN, 210 mN and 350 mN. The occurrence of a contact instability is indicated by the sharp increase in indentation depth at low imposed lateral displacement. Inset: contact radius (filled circles) before and after the occurrence of the contact instability. Solid line denotes theoretical prediction of equation (6.3). (Online version in colour.)

**Figure 19.** Lateral load as a function of the imposed displacement for varying imposed velocities. From bottom to top: 3 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$, 10 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$, 30 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$, 100 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$, 300 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$, 500 $\mu m$ s$^{-1}$ (indentation depth: 30 $\mu m$, stiff set-up configuration). (Online version in colour.)

**Figure 20.** Log–log plot of the reduced lateral load, $F_L/v$, as a function of time for various driving velocities (indentation depth: 30 $\mu m$, stiff set-up configuration). Same data as in figure 19. (Online version in colour.)

$$u = t - t',$$ equation (7.1) can be expressed as

$$\frac{F_L}{v} \propto \int_0^t E(u) \, du.$$  

(7.2)
The time dependence of the viscoelastic modulus obtained with the fibrillar array can be compared with that of the bulk PU material. For that purpose, the viscoelastic shear modulus of the smooth PU film was measured using a contact method described fully elsewhere [20]. The principle of the measurement is to apply a very low amplitude oscillating shear deformation to the PU film confined between a flat glass substrate and glass lens. From a measurement of the in-phase and out-of-phase component of the lateral load response, the storage ($G'$) and dissipative ($G''$) components of the viscoelastic shear modulus ($G'^* = G' + iG''$) can be determined as a function of frequency. Then, the time-dependent shear modulus, $G(t)$, can be related to this complex modulus using the method of Ninomiya & Ferry [27]

$$G(t) = G'(\omega) - 0.40G''(0.4\omega) + 0.014G''(10\omega)|\omega-1|/\omega,$$  
(7.4)

where $G'$ is to be determined at $\omega = 1/\tau$ and $G''$ at two other frequencies. For the considered rubbery PU, $G' < G''$ ($\tan\delta \approx 0.4$ at 1 Hz) and as a first approximation equation (7.4) reduces to

$$G(t) \simeq G'\left( \frac{1}{\tau} \right).$$  
(7.5)

The measured frequency dependence of the storage modulus at room temperature and between 0.3 and 5 Hz was found to obey a power law dependence, $G' \propto \omega^{0.25}$. According to equation (7.5), the related time dependence of the shear modulus should be $G(t) \propto 1/\tau^{0.25} \propto t^{-0.25}$ which is very close to the time dependence obtained from shear experiments with the fibrillar adhesive. It can therefore be concluded that the linear viscoelastic behaviour of the fibrillar array reflects the viscoelastic properties of bulk PU.

8. Discussion

The shear failure mechanisms of the investigated fibrillar adhesive are observed to involve two successive mechanisms: (i) a rate-dependent cavitation and peeling process between the mushroom-shaped end of the fibres and the smooth surface of the lens and (ii) a re-adhesion mechanisms between the fibre and the lens that results in enhanced static friction forces. Before the occurrence of cavitation, it also emerged that the load response of the sheared fibrillar adhesive is dependent on the viscoelastic response of the stretched fibres adhering to the lens. Similar rate-dependent effects on friction were previously reported by Gravish et al. [28] for synthetic gecko setae. They were however much more limited, probably due to the fact that the used silicone elastomer was less viscoelastic than the PU material of this study. The viscoelastic properties of the PU fibres can be used to enhance adhesion and friction of these structures by increasing their strain rate during unloading or shearing as an additional control or design parameter for potential applications. For example, for a controlled pick-and-place manipulation or transfer printing application of elastomer microfibre adhesives as in the case of [29,30], a high retraction speed can be used to increase the adhesion of the fibres when picking a part while a very slow retraction speed during releasing the part would decrease the adhesion and facilitate the release.

The magnitude of the static friction force is clearly dependent on the normal compliance of the device. As shown in figure 21, the maximum shear forces achieved with the compliant set-up are systematically higher than that obtained with the stiff configuration. This difference can be accounted for by the coupling between the normal and vertical direction which arises from the shear-dependent normal compliance of the fibre array. It is especially observed that the reduction in the normal compliance of the fibrillar adhesive at the onset of shear can result in a contact instability driven by the buckling of the fibres. When the normal compliance of the device is low enough, the main effect of this buckling instability is to induce an increase in the actual contact area that can account for the increased static friction peak. Another effect of the normal compliance of the device is also to modulate the extent of side contacts associated with the second load peak: for a given applied normal load, the actual contact area associated with side contact is obviously increasing when the vertical compliance of the device is high. When compared with a flat, unstructured surface, the fibrillar adhesive presents systematically higher static friction forces whatever the normal compliance. Interestingly, smooth steady-state friction is achieved with the fibrillar adhesives instead of stick–slip behaviour for the unstructured surface.
The coupling between normal and lateral loading directions also has some implications during steady-state friction. As shown in figure 22, the average frictional shear stress (as defined from the ratio of the steady-state friction force to the apparent contact area) is higher for the compliant configurations than for the stiff configuration, at least at low preloads. A compliant system will effectively enhance the individual contact areas between the fibres stems and the lens as fibre bending is promoted. This effect saturates at high preloads when the bent fibres stems are contacting both the lens and the backing layer of the fibrillar array.

From a biological or robotic perspective, the observed coupling between normal and vertical directions could allow for additional control of the shear failure and frictional properties of the adhesive through the modulation of the vertical compliance of the adhesive systems. Understanding the static and dynamic friction mechanisms is crucial to the optimal design of these mushroom-shaped elastomer fibrillar structures for enhanced or controlled friction applications. Therefore, the results in this paper will be used as a guide for future work to optimize the fibre modulus, tip size, tip wedge angle, stem diameter, aspect ratio and spacing to maximize or minimize the fibre array’s dynamic or static friction performance.
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